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this is the 3rd part of the story. though you wont see the film, you will hear the voices of its characters. its a film about a group of american soldiers who get lost in alaska. though they want to get back home, they get stranded in a remote area, in which the worst comes true. here, they
encounter a native scary woman who has the power to change her form. the epic climax will show you how the worst can happen in the wilderness. i did not like the ending. it showed a bad twist to the plot. the prologue is really interesting. a man named keaton wakes up in the middle of
the woods and he is pursued by a dog, which is about to get bitten by a grizzly. he gets scared and flees. after so many days, he is found by an old couple in a cabin. he tells them that he has been in the woods for many days. so they take him to the nearest town, which is a remote region.
they are a nice couple, who works for the local dentist. they ask him to stay for a few days. the thing is, there is a creature, which has bitten many local people and is in hibernation now. it has been sleeping for years. the attack happens. the dog is afraid and he attacks the bears to protect
it. but the bear nips it, so that it dies. however, the dog is infected by its saliva and starts to turn into a killer. he kills some people, but he cannot finish his job. the dentist frees keaton, but finds that keaton has lost his memory. the dentist is shocked and suggests that he should leave the
town. the dentist is a greedy man. they know there is a huge treasure hidden somewhere in the area and they try to get it. however, they are soon killed. keaton is freed, but he wants to kill the dentist. now he has the treasure too. he takes the treasure with him. the dentist is now a
monster. a family along with their two kids are attacked by the monster. they kill them. there is no hope for the remaining citizens now. they get possessed by the monster, and try to get revenge. but they cannot do it. in the end, keaton is saved and he is unable to use his power. he is a
hero of the film now, and he is found by a woman in a car. the woman wants to have children. she is in love with keaton.
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One of my friend share this movie. We all loved it. The story is good and the beginning was a very high standard. All around great. The first half of the movie was well paced and had interesting characters. It was a good creature film, I wish all such movies were like this. The dialogues were
good and were funny and entertaining enough. A must watch movie for monster movie lovers. We all loved the ending of the movie and felt sad that the end came. Fantastic movie by all standards. Had a very high starting foundation. Great acting by all leads. Loved the pace, plot,

dialogues and the ending. The concept was very unique and added to the whole experience. Would love to watch such kind of movies in upcoming times and would love the creators of this movie to do even better in future. Love it incredible movie. you can't find this kind of story anywhere.
and the fact that this is a monster film makes it even more delicious! the cast is great. the creature is perfect. and the concept is fascinating, your going to love this movie one of the best monster films ever made. this was a unique and well thought out concept. the acting is superb, the

cinematography is great and the story is thrilling. this is a must watch for all monster movie lovers Monsters are a consistent theme throughout the world. There are vicious, but scary beasties out there. Some that are dangerous, while others are just misunderstood. The Creature was the
first in a long line of very few monster movies that really gave me a great feeling. A very original monster movie. If you like monster movies then this is a must watch. 5ec8ef588b
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